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There have been many analyses of the way in which images organise the space of the city 
and the way in which cities use images to market themselves, particularly as tourist 
destinations (eg Hannigan 1998; Judd and Fainstein 1999). But very little attention has 
been paid to advertising’s role in organising city space and individuals’ experience of 
cities. Within such studies, definitions of the city focus on the intersection of multiple 
factors. For example, Steven Pile (1999) argues that a city can be defined by its 
concentration of people, things, institutions and architectural forms; by the heterogeneity 
of life they juxtapose in relatively close proximity; and by the networks of 
communication that flow through and beyond its boundaries. I will argue that advertising 
is one factor that constitutes the city through its organisation of space and temporality: it 
feeds off the concentration of people and wide availability of spatial opportunities to 
advertise whilst also creating new sites and spatio-temporal formations. 
 
I will be talking about how advertising organises the city in three main ways. Firstly, I 
will outline how advertising carves up and prices certain areas of the city, and routes 
through the city, according to those areas’ potential for targeting consumers. Secondly, I 
will analyse the ways in which advertising visually organises city space. And thirdly, I 
will analyse how advertising frames individuals’ experiential relationship to city space 
and to their travel through the city. 
 
Recent work on cities has emphasised that consumption has become increasingly 
significant in relation to cities. Sharon Zukin’s (1988, 1991) work on the gentrification of 
inner cities points to a reorientation in the character of the urban in which there is a shift 
away from seeing cities as sites of production to seeing cities as sites of consumption. 
This theme of the city as a paradigmatic site of consumption has been taken up by other 
authors such as Dave Clarke (2003). But this emphasis on a contemporary shift towards 
consumption obscures the way in which cities have long been centres for discourses of 
consumption or ideologies of the market – in fact, advertising and city space has had a 
long, intertwined history  (Elliott 1962; Fraser 1981; Haas 2000; Nevett 1982; Segal 
2000). I will not discuss these historical interconnections here, but I wanted to indicate 
their significance. 
 
Other contemporary commentators have argued that city space has radically changed with 
the development of new technologies. Virilio (1991) has argued that what he calls ‘the 
overexposed city’ has undergone huge changes with the introduction of new 
telecommunications technologies. For him, this means that urban time-space is radically 
altered and cities come to be oriented around immateriality rather than the material forms 
of architecture and roads. Virilio (1991: 22) argues that in contemporary society two main 
forces confront each other in urban spaces. The first he calls ‘architectonic and urbanistic’ 
which is material and constructed of walls, thresholds and levels; these are all ‘precisely 
located’ (Virilio 1991: 22). The second is immaterial and is composed of ‘representations, 
images and messages’; as he puts it, ‘they afford neither locale nor stability’ (ibid.). But 
outdoor advertising cannot be placed simply in either of these two categories. As I will go 
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on to argue, it is sited and material, but also imagistic, rich in messages, and ephemeral – 
it changes according to the commercial rhythms of product innovation. Also, the massive 
technological changes Virilio points to do not seem to apply to outdoor advertising – 
interestingly, the old forms are still dominant – posters, billboards, handbills, advertising 
on forms of transport. In fact, there have been relatively minor technological innovations 
in outdoor advertising since the nineteenth century, for example, moving poster sites that 
rotate several advertisements (these are called ‘back-lit scrolling displays’). But there are 
some important differences from nineteenth century advertising. Whereas nineteenth 
adverts were indiscriminately pasted on cities’ buildings and landmarks, today, the sites 
for outdoor advertising are formally valued, bought and sold. In effect, spaces of the city 
are mapped, segmented and owned by several large companies and these sites are sold for 
stretches of time to clients who want to advertise. 
 
The category called ‘outdoor advertising’ comprises billboards and posters (on bus 
shelters, for example). Other categories are ‘transport advertising’ which includes 
advertisements on the side of buses and taxis, and inside trains. About 70% of this form 
of advertising is situated in or around airports. Companies selling advertising space in and 
around airports suffered after 9/11 and the decrease in air passengers. The companies 
have responded by claiming that the effects of 9/11 on airport security actually offer 
increased opportunities to advertisers: the company JC Decaux claims that ‘The 
tightening up of security in airports will create opportunities for JC Decaux. The longer 
time spent by passengers in airports will make this audience – captive almost by 
definition – more available to advertisers’. In the classifications of advertising outdoors, 
there is also ‘ambient advertising’ which includes ads on telephone kiosks, bins, petrol 
pumps etc. To put this in a commercial context, all these forms of advertising only 
account for about 9% of all advertising revenue in Britain, but it is possible to argue that 
their social impact is disproportionately large. Indeed, with the fragmentation of media 
and audiences, outdoor advertising is on the rise as it is seen as one of the few ways of 
reaching a mass audience today.  
 
In Britain, there are several key advertising companies which own all the city advertising 
sites and sell their space to advertisers - Clear Channel, Maiden and JC Decaux are the 
main ones. They subsidise what is known as ‘street furniture’ (bus shelters, bins, 
automated public toilets) – so for example, they install and maintain bus shelters in return 
for the right to advertise on them. But the spatial element of placing advertising in cities 
is complemented by the significance of time. To return to Virilio (1991: 14) briefly - in 
his idea of the new technologised city, ‘people occupy transportation and transmission 
time instead of inhabiting space’. This has resonance for outdoor advertising in that it is 
precisely this transportation time that is segmented, packaged and sold to companies 
wanting to advertise. As the advertising companies emphasise, the significance of outdoor 
advertising may be growing with consumers’ increasingly mobility. So, in their pitches 
for business, Clear Channel and Maiden promote the fact that increasingly busy roads 
may create problems for travellers and city planners, but they represent more 
opportunities for advertising on roadside billboards. To quote JC Decaux’s pitch to 
potential clients: ‘the outdoor advertising industry is constantly changing and adapting in 
response to a major social phenomenon: the increasing amount of time people spend on 
the move in an increasingly mobile world’.1 
 
These two slides are images from Lancaster centre which is always full of traffic – as the 
traffic has to travel quite slowly due to its sheer volume, there is ample opportunity for 

                                                 
1  JC Decaux’s 2002 annual report. 
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drivers to see these roadside advertising billboards. Such sites are expensive as they 
capture more of what outdoor site owners call traveller ‘dwell time’ – the time that they 
are stationary or near-stationary and therefore more likely to look closely at ads. Such 
advertising, the companies claim, is the perfect medium to reach light television viewers, 
especially the lucrative target markets of commuting executives. 
 
The companies carve up and price city spaces in Britain in a number of ways and 
according to numerous criteria – here I will mention just a few them. Transport 
advertising – such as posters in train or underground stations - is seen as very useful 
because, again, it provides what advertisers call longer consumer ‘dwell time’. That is, 
people are more likely to be stationary and read the text of an advertisement. So prime 
sites in key train or underground stations can be very expensive.  
 
These are examples in a Manchester train station where people often wait for 
considerable lengths of time and are therefore ‘exposed’ to the advertising for a longer 
times than in others sites. 
 
Advertising sites are also priced according to their proximity to bus lanes, schools, and 
supermarkets, and according to the number of traffic lanes of the adjacent road. This all 
relates to the number of travelling potential consumers such sites can ‘deliver’ to 
advertisers. Individual advertising sites (or ‘panels’) are also codified and priced 
according to a range of detailed criteria: for example, OTS (which stands for ‘opportunity 
to see’) – this measures the potential number of times a person may see that poster in a 
week; ‘minimum duration’ - this is the length of time a person would typically see the ad 
as they travelled past the panel. 
 
So a site such as this - a bus shelter in Lancaster - would be priced according to a range of 
factors, including the length of time a passing traveller would have it in their line of 
vision; ‘eccentricity’ – this is the degree a person travelling on a typical route has to turn 
their head to see the panel; ‘illumination’ – this refers to whether the panel is artificially 
lit and from what angle (this is particularly relevant in the winter and affects price); 
‘import/export’ – this refers to the movement of people between local television areas and 
regions (this is significant as certain routes to or through the city may access consumers 
who see different television adverts which are complementary to the outdoor campaigns); 
and of course, ‘social group’ - the demographics of particular target markets (class, 
gender etc). 
 
Companies which own advertising sites invest considerably into research on who travels 
through cities and how they do so. POSTAR is the name of the key research and 
monitoring company used by outdoor advertisers and it puts a lot of effort into various 
research techniques such as measuring individuals’ eye contact with ads, and noting the 
numbers of people who would typically travel past a site.  
 
For example, this set of phone booths in Manchester city centre would be a relatively 
expensive site as there is a considerable traffic of pedestrians and good potential for eye 
contact. 
 
POSTAR carries out travel surveys and collates a great deal of commercial information 
about who uses certain routes into and around the city. They do traffic counts, pedestrian 
counts, and interviews to try to find out how and why people move around the city. They 
help outdoor advertising companies and their clients ensure that they reach as many 
potential consumers as possible. For example, one company – Maiden – offers certain 
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sites to advertisers according to the categories of ‘home net’ and ‘office net’. ‘Home net’ 
targets an evening audience - so the advertising panels face traffic on major routes away 
from cities and towards residential areas. These panels have higher illumination to ensure 
visibility on dark British evenings. ‘Office net’ targets a morning audience with 
advertising panels facing traffic moving towards the city. This is useful to advertisers as 
they may wish to target people according to mood and may offer suggestions for that 
evening’s shopping or entertainment. 
 
To use another example, posters tend to have high frequency – that is, the same travellers 
or commuters see the poster every day on their routes around the city, so that poster’s 
coverage is limited as it only reaches that group of people. So with the help of POSTAR 
data, companies try to expand the reach of an advertising campaign by rotating the 
posters around different sites in the city (Brierley 1995). In these examples, you can see 
how these highly visible advertising forms carve out routes through the city – a kind of 
spatial mapping – but in ways which have a temporal dimension, as they change 
according to the commercial rhythms of ad campaigns. 
 
Therefore, I would argue that outdoor advertising companies create a complex mapping 
of city space according to potential commercial value.  
 
Also, by placing adverts on forms of transport - such as this bus - the adverts become 
mobile mapping devices that commercialise the spaces through which they travel. 
Advertising companies offer potential advertisers a taxonomy of city sites, of routes 
through the city, and of consumers’ social position. Like town planners (and also 
academics), advertising companies attempt to reimagine social demographics such as 
class and attempt to predict and even direct individuals’ use of space. One outdoor 
advertising company, Maiden, tries to win new clients by suggesting that it has the most 
recent and efficient research techniques and social classifications of consumers. It argues 
that rather than think in terms of conventional demographics – sex, age, class etc – it is 
more useful to think I terms of ‘modes’. And Maiden calls these modes ‘working at the 
moment’, ‘in a spending mode’, ‘relaxing with friends mode’, ‘active mode’ etc. I am not 
suggesting that these are accurate ways of classifying individuals, but looking at the 
discourses produced by the advertising companies reveals their attempts to re-map 
potential consumers according to spatial and travel status and temporal modes of conduct. 
 
Outdoor advertising also impacts upon people’s experiential relation to the city. Ads 
provide a commercial backdrop to cities’ public buildings and social practices. They can 
become integral to the character and image of certain cities and areas of cities – for 
example, Piccadilly Circus in London is famous for its large advertising sites, and New 
York is strongly associated with ubiquitous, glitzy advertising. But advertising also 
organises our everyday, routine experience of moving through cities in cars and buses, 
but also on foot. 
 
As I have said, adverts can be placed on familiar ‘street furniture’ such as phone booths 
that punctuate our travels through pedestrian areas. They can be placed on panels 
specifically designed for advertising which, again, are part of the taken-for-granted, 
everyday landscapes of cities. Adverts can even be placed on rubbish bins which are the 
most mundane of sites. 
  
City advertising, I would suggest, organises not only space but also time. For example, on 
a very everyday level, the widespread nature of advertising and changing rhythms of new 
advertisements mark our experience of time. As advertising covers, and sponsors, modes 
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of transport, it marks out our time travelling and impacts upon our experience of that 
time. But it also marks time in other, less obvious ways. Friends returning to their homes 
in London after a holiday tell me that they are slightly disoriented when they do not 
recognise any of the new adverts on the tube (the underground train system). It is at 
moments like this that what is normally unrecognised comes to the fore – here, it is the 
way in which advertising frames our experience and understanding of the passing of time. 
 
I have found both de Certeau and Lefebvre useful for thinking about these issues. De 
Certeau (1988: 96) describes what he calls ‘the disquieting familiarity of the city’. And I 
think advertising contributes to this ambiguous familiarity by dispersing well-known 
brands around the city – this can make even unknown cities seem strangely familiar. The 
presence of ads also mark out certain routes through the city. To quote de Certeau: ‘In 
spaces brutally lit by an alien reason, proper names carve out pockets of hidden and 
familiar meanings’ (De Certeau 1988: 104). Here, de Certeau is talking about street 
names, but I think his comments are equally applicable to brand names and advertising – 
the novelty of nineteenth century illuminated advertising panels was certainly a brutal 
lighting up of the city at night – you could say by the alien reason of the emergent 
commodity culture. De Certeau argues that these names create passages – ways in which 
we carve out our movements through the city. The novelty of advertising and brands in 
city space may have worn off, but that is not to say that their impact is insignificant: their 
very presence and their familiarity to us is important. So I would suggest that quite apart 
from the content of any specific ads or the dispersal of well-known brands, advertising’s 
very presence in city space makes that particular social arrangement of structures and 
flows of people seem familiar - it gives the contemporary arrangement we call ‘a city’ a 
certain ‘alreadyness’. 
 
But this is not to say that advertising companies have control over our experience of city 
space. De Certeau argues (1988) that the efforts of planners to structure individuals’ 
experience of moving through cities can never fully succeed – and in his definition of city 
planners I would include the commercial planners who own and organise advertising sites 
in cities. The panoptic, and what de Certeau (1988: 93) calls the ‘geometrical’ space of 
the visual constructed by these planning systems does not determine individuals 
experience and use of city space. ‘The ordinary practitioners of the city’, as he calls them, 
develop unspoken and barely legible tactics and ruses that are neither captured nor 
determined by the systems in which they develop (de Certeau 1988: 93). For de Certeau, 
this constitutes ‘a network of an antidiscipline’ (1988: xv) in contrast to the disciplining 
imperative of city planners. So, according to him, the statistical investigations carried out 
by planners, and indeed academics, cannot capture the true trajectories of individuals’ 
movements in city space. And it is certainly the case that the very complex research 
practices carried out by outdoor advertising companies have no guarantee of efficiently 
targeting consumers – amongst advertising companies and indeed clients, potential 
consumers are known to be notoriously recalcitrant and difficult to reach. Even if 
advertising is creative, striking and well-situated there is no guarantee it will have any 
effect on its viewers and it is even very difficult to assess an advertising campaign’s 
commercial effect on sales – I have explored these issues more fully elsewhere (Cronin 
2004; forthcoming a; forthcoming b). Using de Certeau’s framework, you can see that 
these efforts at statistical representation attempt to transcribe and indeed flatten out the 
movements that occur in the city. They artificially fix these movements and the 
investigations end up making maps that emphasise homogeneity. 
 
Lefebvre (1991, 1992, 1996) tries to grasp these patterns of regularised, but not fully 
disciplined movements by thinking about a city’s rhythms. Lefebvre argues that cities are 
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composed of various rhythms, some of which are more evident and part of our everyday 
awareness than others, for example, the rules of traffic control, the pattern of children 
going to and from school, or the opening times of shops. Various elements in the city 
have their own rhythms, such as the cycles of plants – trees, shrubs etc within city spaces. 
For Lefebvre, every rhythm implies the relation of a time with a space and an expenditure 
of energy (Lefebvre 1992). These rhythms form the backdrop to the speeds, movements, 
and temporal experience people have of cities. This is what Lefebvre (1996: 230) calls a 
polyrhymical experience, implying an openness rather than a closed totality imposed by 
one or two city rhythms. Lefebvre (1996: 221) calls rhythms ‘a sort of meditation over 
time, the city, the people’, and he identifies many forms of rhythm that interact, such as 
eurythmics (the rhythms of the body, such as hunger). But overall, Lefebvre identifies 
two dominant forms of rhythms: the linear and the cyclical. The linear is characterised by 
consecutiveness and human activity and Lefebvre puts the rhythms of work into this 
category, alongside the comings and goings of travel to work or school (Lefebvre 1992, 
1996). The linear rhythms operate in conjunction with cyclical rhythms which are hours, 
days, weeks, seasons, tides. He argues that the cyclical and the linear cannot logically be 
separated – they interact in complex ways – for example, in the 5 day working week links 
cyclical daily spans with linear working patterns. 
 
And Lefebvre argues that no camera or sequence of images can reveal these rhythms 
because they are a fully embodied experience. Thus he places an emphasis on multiple 
senses and our sentient experience of rhythms, not just purely focusing on the visual. This 
is useful for moving beyond an understanding of the significance of outdoor advertising 
as a purely visual, textual form - the experience of the city and advertising’s role in that 
experience cannot be seen purely as a script or collection of images. The body is central 
in such an analysis: 

 
Through the mediation of rhythms (in all three senses of “mediation”: means, 
medium, intermediary), an animated space comes into being which is an extension 
of the space of bodies. 

(Lefebvre 1991: 207) 
 
So you can see in the example of targeting commuters in ‘home net’ and office net’ how 
advertising attempts to adjust to, and exploit, the linear rhythms of commuting to work 
linked to the cyclical, bodily rhythms of sleep, waking and work. But the rhythms of 
advertising, and the way in which advertising companies attempt to tap into urban 
rhythms, also bring into being the animated urban space in more profound ways. I want to 
suggest that advertising aims to link the cyclical rhythms of bodies, hours, days, months 
etc with the linear rhythms of work, commuting, and other structured trajectories through 
the city, and it does this through its integral connection to product innovation and cycles 
of promotion. So owners of advertising spaces in the city – billboards, space on buses and 
trains - sell that commercial space in segments of time. The lifecycle of the commodity 
becomes interwoven with the everyday, routine experience of moving around the city – 
we see teaser ads for products not yet launched; new ads for new products; new ads for 
line-extensions of established products; reminder and brand-awareness ads for established 
products; and last-ditch advertising attempts for products which are about to be de-listed 
(withdrawn from the market). We become habituated to the temporal rhythms of 
campaigns as most sites are bought for standard lengths of time. In fact, outdoor 
advertising companies generally have minimum lengths of hire and companies also do 
‘special offers’ such 6 weeks for the price of 5. 
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So I am arguing that advertising’s impact on cities goes beyond the potential commercial 
effects of individual campaigns promoting products, services or events. Advertising’s 
presence in city space itself and the way it functions through innovation has a significant 
effect. The temporality of change and the spatial organisation of advertising-rich routes 
become part of our taken-for-granted experience of urban space. The rapid temporality of 
commodity innovation and promotional rhythms also contributes to creating the 
experience of excitement or ‘the buzz’ of the city.   
 
But as Lefebvre makes clear – cyclical and linear rhythms cannot be thought apart from 
one another. So, we cannot simply say that advertising brings together the distinct realms 
of natural rhythms of the body, seasons etc with the social rhythms of work and travel: it 
is not simply that the presence of advertising naturalises commodity relations. But I think 
we can say that advertising in urban spaces creates a ‘commodity time-space’ that attunes 
us to commercial rhythms. 
 
But this is not to suggest the total triumph of commercial practices and capitalist 
ideologies. The widespread presence of advertising raises the profile of certain brands, 
but this does not necessarily translate into commercial success. Also, the heightened 
profile of brands, for example Nike and Nestlé, can make them very visible targets and 
rallying points for protest groups: other companies may have equally objectionable 
production practices, but the high profile advertising of some companies tends to draw the 
fire of such criticism. Also, advertising billboards and panels make very convenient sites 
for graffiti and counter-cultural activity (and, of course, they are sited for maximum 
visual impact). 
 
In fact, the ubiquity of advertising may represent the provisional and sometimes tenuous 
hold of consumerist ideologies rather than their power: the very fact that advertising 
requires a constantly re-stated presence and constant innovation may reveal its 
inefficiencies and its weaknesses as a driving force for consumption (quite apart from the 
contested efficacy of any one campaign to sell its products).  
 
So, to conclude – authors such as Dave Clarke (2003) have argued that the city is 
constantly made and remade in relation to multiple social processes. Amin and Thift 
(2002: 83) argue that we need to think about cities as fields of movement, but we also 
need to think about ‘how cities are orders, and this ordering is often exacted through the 
design of flows as a set of serial encounters which construct particular spaces and times’. 
I would argue that advertising is one of those ordering forces that organise serial 
encounters – in this sense, advertising continually makes and remakes the city. But the 
concept of flow does not fully grasp the nature of movements in city space. As both de 
Certeau and Lefebvre note, flows assume a direct reversibility – the concept of flow 
assumes that a trajectory can be retraced in reverse direction or can be repeated with the 
same effect. The concept of rhythm on the other hand, can capture the uniqueness of 
those moments of travel, thought, and embodied experience whether they mesh 
completely with the ‘commodity time-space’ that advertising enacts or whether they 
ignore, refract or resist those structuring elements. 
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